FY15 CPU Refusals

FY15- CPU REFUSALS DUE TO MEDICAL NEED

July 2014
Overall Refused: 0.19%
- Total Defendants Processed: 1035
- Total Medical Assessments Completed in CPU: 1034, 99%
- Total Arrestees Refused Due To Medical Need: 5, 0%

August 2014
Overall Refused: 1.55%
- Total Defendants Processed: 1094
- Total Medical Assessments Completed in CPU: 1094, 92%
- Total Arrestees Refused Due To Medical Need: 27, 1%

September 2014
Overall Refused: 0.77%
- Total Defendants Processed: 1034
- Total Medical Assessments Completed in CPU: 1034, 94%
- Total Arrestees Refused Due To Medical Need: 8, 1%

October 2014
Overall Refused: 1.31%
- Total Defendants Processed: 1007
- Total Medical Assessments Completed in CPU: 999, 99%
- Total Arrestees Refused Due To Medical Need: 18, 7%

November 2014
Overall Refused: 0.31%
- Total Defendants Processed: 948
- Total Medical Assessments Completed in CPU: 948, 96%
- Total Arrestees Refused Due To Medical Need: 3, 0%

December 2014
Overall Refused: 0.65%
- Total Defendants Processed: 928
- Total Medical Assessments Completed in CPU: 928, 94%
- Total Arrestees Refused Due To Medical Need: 6, 1%

January 2015
Overall Refused: 0.6%
- Total Defendants Processed: 1007
- Total Medical Assessments Completed in CPU: 1007, 92%
- Total Arrestees Refused Due To Medical Need: 6, 1%

February 2015
Overall Refused: 0.99%
- Total Defendants Processed: 978
- Total Medical Assessments Completed in CPU: 978, 91%
- Total Arrestees Refused Due To Medical Need: 8, 1%

March 2015
Overall Refused: 0.68%
- Total Defendants Processed: 1016
- Total Medical Assessments Completed in CPU: 1016, 99%
- Total Arrestees Refused Due To Medical Need: 9, 1%

April 2015
Overall Refused: 0.97%
- Total Defendants Processed: 1027
- Total Medical Assessments Completed in CPU: 1027, 90%
- Total Arrestees Refused Due To Medical Need: 10, 1%

May 2015
Overall Refused: 0.61%
- Total Defendants Processed: 122
- Total Medical Assessments Completed in CPU: 122, 11%
- Total Arrestees Refused Due To Medical Need: 6, 1%

June 2015
Overall Refused: 0.89%
- Total Defendants Processed: 128
- Total Medical Assessments Completed in CPU: 128, 11%
- Total Arrestees Refused Due To Medical Need: 9, 1%